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Learn more about the Frameless AR/VR/XR Symposium.

Education” and co-presented “Re-defining Media Literacy in the Age of XR.”

Doctoral student Kristana Textor, a symposium organizer, chaired the session “XR and Tactile Mixed Reality in an Undergraduate Chemical Engineering Laboratory.”
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symposium at RIT in November. Pictured

the 4th Annual Frameless AR/VR/XR
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Frameless Conference

session “Critical Community Building as Both Phenomenon of Interest and Foundation

Teacher Residency Requirements and Student-Teacher Relationships.” Ares chaired the

Urban Classroom: Today’s Impact.” Noel presented “Teacher Flight: An Examination of

Studies Association (AESA) conference

Perhamus ’09W (PhD); and doctoral

Warner Represented at AESA

Campuses: A Research Plan” in the Boston College Center for International Higher

Cui Publishes Journal Article

This year’s event focused on accessibility on college campuses. Mentors are selected

participants tackle a different issue, guided by mentors and experts to devise a solution.

November. The competition brings together students from a variety of backgrounds to

was a mentor at the Ain Center for Entrepreneurship’s Creative Collision Challenge in

Mary Judge, assistant director for the Center for Disability and Education at Warner,

Judge Serves as Mentor for Ain Center Competition

Making: Individual and Social Influences.”

discussant for the symposium “Future Care Planning and End-of-Life Care Decision

America Annual Scientific Meeting in Austin, Tex. in November.

Silvia Sörensen, associate professor; Joyce Duckles, associate professor; and doctoral

Lammers Publishes Journal Article

Coaching Cycle Conversations.”

presented “Exploring the Discursive Differences of Mathematics Coaches Within Online

Mathematics Education held in St. Louis, Mo. in

the International Group for the Psychology of

Annual Meeting of the North American Chapter of

presented or co-presented six papers at the 41st

Development & Education Reform; and doctoral

and curriculum; Cindy Callard, professor and

and Online Learning.”

Jayne Lammers, associate professor, co-published “Ethical Dilemmas Within Online

Research and Development: A New Perspective.”

Lammers, associate professor, presented “Ethical Dilemmas Within Online

presented “Engaging Older Adult Learners as Health Researchers: Program

Encouragement of Young Adults With Learning Disabilities.”

research team will be publishing.
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This month, the University launched its
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